


OK let’s talk about the elephant in the 
conference room 
I work for Microsoft! Please don’t yell at me…anymore 

I work for the US branch, even though I’m Australian 

If you see errors… 



This is what I do 
www.microsoft.com/mmpc 

Antivirus and antimalware  
software 

http://www.microsoft.com/mmpc


What is this thing  
called UXD 



What I’m going to talk about 
The basics of user experience design 
How UXD and software development are similar to 
editing 
Some tactics and techniques you can use from the 
UXD discipline in the editing discipline 
Some examples of bad and good UXD, and bad and 
good editing 
 



UXD 101 
It’s not always related to software development/design 

It focuses on the user – they’re the most important 
factor in the entire process 

Key point: UXD obsesses about the user, about making 
their life easier 



Why you should care 



Unobtrusive, intuitive, clean, good 
It focuses on the user; it’s all about them… 

The hallmark of good UXD (like good editing) is that 
the user (or reader) never realises it happened 

People notice when things go wrong 



Great UX fails of history 
  
 
 
 
 



Where UXD == UXE 



Jargon = Jargon 
UX term Editing term 

End user/user Reader 

Experience Reading text 

Interface Words, sentences, paragraphs, structural layout, 
grammar 

Iterating/iteration Revising/revision 

Wireframe/mockups/designs Drafts 

User experience design User experience editing (yes, I just made that up) 



UXD or UXE? 
When you design for a user 
experience, you look at: 
 

When you edit for user experience, you look at: 
 

How the user uses the product How the reader uses the document 
What they are wanting to achieve What information they are wanting to get 
What impedes them What impedes them 
How the interface affects what 
they are trying to do 

How the layout/structure of the document affects 
how they can get the information 

How easy it is for them to do what 
they want to do 

How easy it is for them to get the information 
they want (also think indexing, ToCs, glossaries…) 

How intuitive is the product How intuitive it is to find the information (again, 
indexing, deep linking/cross-referencing, etc.) 



UXD methodologies 



Waterfall 
Each stage is completed before the next 

Teams work in ‘silo’ 

Changes are linear  

Once it’s done, it’s done  



Agile 
Everyone has a finger in every pie 

Everything is done in parallel 

Changes are iterative 

Feedback from the user is vital 



What is UXE then? 
User experience editing obsesses about the reader 

The reader is the most important person 

An editor must consider the reader 

The reader is your Judge Dredd ( judge, jury, and 
executioner) 



Your user experience editing 
toolkit 



UXD toolkit 
Here’s some important ones: 



Feedback 
Not a tool, but the point of the tools 

Feedback drives your work 

It’s objective – to you 

Three guesses why it’s important… 



A/B tests 
Give options 

Don’t be complex 

Don’t overdo it 



Yes 







No 







Hallway polls 
Yo Anne, what do you think about this? 

All the rules about finding the right users can be 
ignored 

You can’t be trusted 



Qualitative and quantitative data 
Quantitative wants to know ‘how much’ 

Qualitative wants to know ‘why’ 

They are different 
begin 

 



Mockups 
Related to A/B tests 

They aren’t only used in A/B tests 

Mockups show iterations, A/B tests show options 



Iterations 
Iterate or perish 

Show your iterations 

Iterations are permeable and must change 



Scrums 
Not really UXE but a good workflow practise 

Small, brief, frequent meetings 

Today I…tomorrow I’m going to…I need help with… 



But be agile 
Any of these tools are just that – tools 

Think they won’t work? 

There are two rules though… 



A caveat 
You might get resistance 

And if all that fails 



Resources 
UX and agile 

The web 
http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~hearst/irbook/10/node3.html

Editor’s Association of Earth backroom

Reddit 
http://www.reddit.com/r/writing/

http://www.reddit.com/r/writinghub/
http://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/

http://people.ischool.berkeley.edu/~hearst/irbook/10/node3.html
https://www.facebook.com/groups/442424952497363/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/445108892229389
http://www.reddit.com/r/writing/
http://www.reddit.com/r/writinghub
http://www.reddit.com/r/AskReddit/
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